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ESR Classic Kickstand case for iPhone 14 Plus, Magsafe (clear)
Give  your  iPhone  the  best  protection  while  enjoying  the  convenience  of  use!  The  ESR  Classic  Kickstand  case  perfectly  protects  your
device from scratches, shocks or damage. The built-in stand will allow you to watch videos comfortably, and it also effectively protects
the camera lens. It is also a perfect fit for the iPhone 14 Plus and fully compatible with all Magsafe accessories.
 
For the safety of your iPhone
Have confidence that your phone is effectively protected in almost any situation! The case reliably protects your device from accidental
damage.  The  reinforced  edges  of  the  Air-Guard  absorb  shocks  caused  by  falls,  and  also  perfectly  cushion  falls.  Raised  edges  further
protect the screen and lens from scratches when the smartphone is lying on a flat surface.
 
With attention to detail
The  Classic  Kickstand  case  has  a  built-in,  foldable  stand  that  allows  you  to  freely  watch  videos,  make  video  calls  or  use  apps  in  a
horizontal position, without having to hold the phone in your hand. This is an ideal solution for those who appreciate comfort while using
a smartphone. What's more, you can freely adjust its tilt angle from 0 to 85°!
 
Perfect fit
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The  case  was  designed  with  the  iPhone  14  Plus  in  mind.  It  fits  it  perfectly,  and  the  precise  port  cutouts  provide  full  access  to  the
smartphone's interface. So you can freely charge your phone without removing the case - even with a wireless charger! Built-in strong
magnets make the Magsafe magnetic accessory adhere perfectly to your smartphone. 
 
Robust design
Thanks  to  its  sturdy  construction,  the  ESR  Classic  Kickstand  case  can  withstand  even  the  toughest  conditions  -  it  meets  the  Military
Grade standard, which proves its extreme durability. The case is also distinguished by its resistance to yellowing, which means that the
transparent design will remain pristine and aesthetically pleasing for longer. As a result, your iPhone 14 Plus will always look great! 
 
	Manufacturer
	ESR
	Model
	Classic Kickstand Magsafe
	Color
	Transparent
	Compatibility
	iPhone 14 Plus
	Weight
	47 g
	Dimensions
	165.3 x 84.2 x 14.9 mm

Preço:

Antes: € 12.8043

Agora: € 11.09

Acessórios para telemóveis, Acessórios Telemóvel, Capas, Tempered glass,
Smartphones
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